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What is Stakehouse?

A public benefit meta-delegation infrastructure built for mainstream adoption of Ethereum staking.

100% smart contracts & formally verified
What can you do in 2 minutes?
ETH Staking Speedrun

Stake a validator (60 seconds)
Get your validator registered via Ethereum Deposit Contract and stake 32 ETH

Setup a node (60 seconds)
Plug & Play with any Ethereum node - DAppNode and Stereum, DVT great options.
The coffee break is over
It’s time for LSD
Can I stake 8 validators with 32 ETH?
Get your LSD Network

In under 30 minutes and under $100

1. Stakehouse protocol enables anyone to launch a Liquid Staking Derivatives network - **fully automated on smart contracts**
2. SDK driven LSD operations for protocols and DAOs  
   a. Reduced capital barrier for a node runner - 4 ETH  
   b. Pooling support directly from DAO, DEX, or any DeFi protocol  
   c. Fungibility for all staked ETH (dETH) across the network  
3. Shared staked liquidity substrate for the community to co-exist and grow.

Inclusive | Fair | OPEN

**Node Runners**
- Compatible with all solo staking solutions
  - DAppNode
  - Stereum
- Staking services
- Liquid staking protocols

**DeFi & DAO - SDK**
- DAOs and Protocols can use LSD contracts off the shelf
- Fully automated stake splitting, fee revenue, and MEV management
- Built-in Signing Key recovery with CIP

**LSD - LiQuid Pro Quo**
Stake Earnings & Threat monitoring

- **Yield**: 3.5%
- **Validator Address**: 0x999ef6789...
- **Stakehouse**: shODL
- **Exchange Rate**: 1.023
- **Current Delta**: +1.3%
- **Validator Health**: Green
- **Total dETH Earned**: 0.2002 (36.5%)
100% Anon friendly!

Fully charged batteries for Mainnet and Goerli!

Ready-to-go contract templates for DeFi.

Getting Started

- Stakehouse Academy Website
- Stakehouse Academy Docs
- Stakehouse Docs
- Using Stakehouse

Developer Corner

- Github Home
- NPM SDK Packages
- The Graph Protocol
- Stakehouse Monitoring (Goerli)
To learn more on LSD or get involved, please visit joinstakehouse.com

Or join our discord